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background:Isolation of a causative organism in patients with CIED infection is variable, with a significant number of patients remaining culture 
negative prior to extraction. Yet the clinical significance of this is poorly characterized. We aimed to evaluate the clinical implications of pre-
extraction blood cultures (BC) and wound cultures (WC) as a predictor of infection severity and post-extraction clinical course.
methods: Retrospective analysis was performed on consecutive patients undergoing CIED extraction for infection, at Royal Melbourne Hospital over 
3 years (October 2010 to September 2013). Patients were grouped according to the presence of a positive pre-extraction WC and/or BC or not. Data 
was obtained from hospital medical records, pathology and culture results.
results: 107 patients underwent CIED extraction for infection (82% of all extractions). 59% had positive pre-extraction WC ± BC (65% WC, 48% 
BC, 25% both), the remainder had no growth. There were no significant differences in demographic characteristics, or major co-morbidities between 
the two groups. Culture positive patients were more likely to present with systemic features of sepsis (46% vs 4.2%, OR=17.9, 95% CI: 4.0-80.4, 
p<0.001), have a higher initial WCC (8.4±3.2 vs 6.6±1.9, p=0.001) and have vegetations on trans-oesphageal echo (39.7% vs 4.5%, OR=13.8, 
95%CI: 3.1-62.2), but have less localised presenting features (pocket infection or device erosion) (55.6% vs 95.5%, OR=0.06, 95%CI:0.01-0.26). 
Post extraction they required more iv antibiotic therapy (65.1% vs 31.8%, OR=4.0, 95%CI:1.8-9.1, p<0.001), longer therapy duration (3.5±2.0 vs 
2.5±1.2 weeks, p=0.01), longer hospital stay (7.4±10.2 vs 3.3±3.5 days, p=0.01) and more likely to be discharged to further inpatient care (58.8% 
vs 31.8%, OR=3.0, 95%CI:1.4-6.8, p=0.001).
conclusion: In patients with CIED infection, positive pre-extraction WC and/or BC predicted increased infection severity and a more complicated 
post extraction clinical course. Negative pre-extraction cultures, whilst associated with a less aggressive infective course and improved post-
extraction outcomes, lack the sensitivity to obviate the need for extraction in such patients.
